A Revolution in AHU Selection Software

Why Does Your Software

Stop at Selection?

100

raditional selection software only does part of the job. The Kinetix Air
Unified Air Handler Manufacturing (UAHM) brings together all aspects
of custom AHU design and manufacturing. Kinetix Air automates
repetitive and time-consuming parts of the process - cutting your level
of effort and reducing risk from errors..
Kinetix Air cuts design time by 50% and reduces validation, pricing,
submittal, and BOM package time to near zero, saving you more than
20 hours per AHU for an average savings of $200K per year
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Why Choose Kinetix Air

Accelerate

AHU design

Fast roll-out
Streamlines your entire
workflow into a single pane
of glass.

Radically reduces level of
effort in your AHU design
and manufacturing process.

Streamline

Workflow
Cuts deployment and
configuration time from 3
months to 10 days.

Who is Kinetix Air For?
AHU Manufacturers

Specialist Representative Firms

Consulting Engineering Firms

Design-Build Contractors

Component Partners

By The Numbers

-85%
Level of effort per AHU

100%

90%

eduction in human error (post
initial design)

Faster deployment and
configuration
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A Revolution in AHU Selection Software

About the Kinetix

Air Platform
inetix Air is a SaaS-based unified Air Handler
Manufacturing (UAHM) platform that brings
together all the custom AHU design and
manufacturing process phases into one
streamlined, collaborative workflow.
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inetix Air radically reduces the person-hours required throughout the AHU design and manufacturing
lifecycle by creating a single shared workflow for all aspects of the process.
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Validation

Bill of materials

Submittal package

Pricing

Shipping

Scheduling
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rder release

With Kinetix Air, your team can focus on applying their expertise to your projects rather than entering
and re-entering data into a series of different platforms, spreadsheets, and documents - saving valuable
time and eliminating costly errors.
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As we grow our company and take on more
customers, it became cumbersome and timeconsuming for us to do the daily work involved in
custom AHU design. We chose Kinetix Air to
develop an AHU selection software which helped
expedite our design and process. 



Rusty Herbst , Director of Sales

and Marketing, Flex Air

Contact us
(

818) 293-8240

productinfo@kinetixahu.com

Accelerate Your Business and

Boost the Bottom Line
Let us show you how! Click here to set up a live demo. Kinetix Air is the single highest-impact
investment you can make to give your AHU business a competitive edge.
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